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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Photographic Competition2020

Entries must be taken in 2021 in the UK; theymust be of butterflies or moths in colour
orB&W,submittedbye-mail to thenewslettereditor asa JPG file at300dpi resolution,
A5 size by October 31st 2021. Include your membership number with your entry.
Entries are limited to three permember, but only one photo fromeach entrantmay be
included in the top 3 places. Entries will be judged anonymously by the Branch
Committee,whosemembersmaynot enter. Thewinningentrywill appearon the front
cover of the Spring 2021 newsletter; second and third entries will be on the back cover
and inside back cover. First prize - £25 book token. Obviously, you are requested not
to infringe government instructions on travel, but you will have an opportunity to be
creative in your garden and those of you with moth traps will be unaffected by the
problems.

Open to all Members of Cheshire & Peak Branch of BC

Photographic Competition2021

Welcome to newmembers!
Butterfly Conservation Cheshire & Wirral gives a warm welcome to our new
members who have joined our branch since the last newsletter! We used to
print the names of our newmembers tomake the welcomemore personal, but
Butterfly Conservation received a complaint about that - breach of privacy - so
wehavebeenasked to refrain fromgiving you that personal greeting, but please
be assured we welcome you to the branch and encourage you to join in any of
our activitieswhen they begin again. Youwill get awarmand friendly reception.

The formal deadline for entry was announced as October 31st, but since most
activities have been hampered and/or delayed by the pandemic, we are happy to
accept entries until the end of November, hence.....

NEWdeadline for submission 30thNovember
Rules and arrangements are as previously announced and reiterated for next year
below.
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COVER IMAGE Leopard Moth (Zuzera pyrena)

Uncommon in our region (we are at the northern edge of its range) but it has
beentrapped inDisley (byNigelEarp) thisyear. Ithasanunusual life-history; the
larvae feed inside the stemsof a rangeof tree species andmay takeup to3years
to mature and pupate.

Copy deadline for the Autumn issue - March 31st 2021

Authorship and Copyright
Authors submittingmanuscripts toTheCheshire&PeakArgushave the right to retain
copyrightontextandphotographsand,unlessstatedotherwise, it shouldbeassumed
that they do so. All articles without a stated author are written by the Editor and all
photographs without stated attribution are property and copyright of the Editor
(David Tomlinson). Neither text nor illustrations may be reproduced without
permission, requests forwhich should be addressed to the Editor in the first instance,
who will then ask permission of the copyright owner.
Photo credits: in this, as in all issues, the photos in each article are copyright of the
author of the article, except where attribution states otherwise.
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Contact details for Committee Members and Recorders

If you have any questions about their roles, or feel youwould like to help the branch, please
contact any one of them.

Chairman & Conservation Officer (Stockport) Malcolm Plant
malcplant2009@hotmail.com 0161 483 3535

Branch Secretary (acting) Malcolm Plant
malcplant2009@hotmail.com 0161 483 3535

Treasurer & Conservation Officer (Grants) Phil Kinder
p.kinder3@ntlworld.com 0161 430 5107

Surveys & Transects Co-ordinator Tim Ward
henbury@aol.com 01625 424797

Newsletter Editor David Tomlinson
david.tomlinson@manchester.ac.uk 01663 762596

WCBS Co-ordinator Alan Chadwick
chadwick306@btinternet.com 07920 878747

Website and Publicity Officer Leanna Dixon
leannadixon@ymail.com

Membership Secretary and Conservation Officer Stephanie Leese
S.Leese@edu.salford.ac.uk

Conservation Officer (Vale Royal) and Education Officer Rupert Adams
rupertadams1@sky.com

Conservation Officer for The Wirral David Costello
mailfordjc@gmail.com

Volunteer Coordinator Jessica (Jess) Britch
Jessellen1986@yahoo.co.uk 07854462882

Member John Dover
j.w.dover@staffs.ac.uk
Recorders
Cheshire Butterfly Recorder Rupert Adams
rupertadams1@sky.com 01606 47665
Derbyshire Butterfly Recorder Ken Orpe
ken@malaga.plus.com

Greater Manchester Butterfly Recorder Peter Hardy
pgll@btopenworld.com 28 Hyde Grove, Sale, M33 7TE. 0161 972 0725

Cheshire Micro- and Macro-moth Recorder Dave Maddy
d.j.maddy@btinternet.com
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Editorial

I don't know by what route or in what form (paper or screen view) this issue has
reached you, but if you are reading this, then I'm glad that it has. At the time of
writingweareuncertain about theprospects for printing andmailing, thanks to the
pandemic, but Head Office will do what they can to make sure that things happen
somehow. If the newsletter is late, then please accept that the Covid chaos has
made it difficult to follow theusualwell-ironedmethodofdistribution. Pleasehave
sympathy for the professionals at Butterfly Conservation.We volunteers have had
more time than usual to complete tasks, but they have been forced to furlough
some staff, whilst others have taken a permanent leave of absence. The pandemic
has been financially crippling for all charities and BC has been hit as hard as any.

This is a very "mothy" issue. One of the few things that has not been curtailed by
Covid-19 is moth trapping and it seems that the county has acquired some new
"mothers" this year, which must be one of the very few good outcomes of the
pandemic. In keeping, we have a new recorder for micro- and macro-moths - see
page 11 for an introduction from him. Steve Hind and Steve Holmes retired as
micro- andmacro-moth recorders at the end of last year. I am sure that I canwrite
onbehalf of allmemberswithan interest inmoths in thanking themfor their efforts
and the help they have given us. Acting as a Recorder is a pretty thankless task. We
all welcome the increased interest in butterflies and moths and it is gratifying the
new observers take time to collect and submit their data, but it does cause more
work. So, please read the sections on records and submit your findings as helpfully
as possible.

The Big Butterfly Count was the usual mixture of good news and bad news, though
this year most of it was bad. The good news wasmostly limited to the largest ever
number of submissions - almost 150,000 from 111,628 participants. Sadly the
numbers indicate theworst year forbutterflies for11years. Inmitigation, thedates
selected for the count might have been a bit late, given the wonderful spring and
the consequent early emergence of many species. The only significant species
increments over last year were Holly Blue, Small Copper and Large White.
Significant reductions were seen in Comma, Green-veined White, Speckled Wood
and Marbled White. This is disturbing because they are generalists and their
reductions indicate a broad-based habitat degradation, especially as the weather
cannot be blamed. However, we will await analysis of the positive outcomes,
especially for Small Copper, which has been in decline for a number of years. We
need to know the reasons for the 40% increase this year, if they can be identified.

I hope you enjoy this issue and that "non-mothers" become a bit more "moth-
eaten". We havemanymore species of moths than we do of butterflies and there
are moths on the wing in every month of the year. Not many in mid-winter, true,
but they are out there, as those with moth traps know well.
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Steve Hind
It is impossible to overstate Steve Hind's importance to Cheshire moths. Without
his influence and hard work the state of our county records of both micro- and
macro-mothswouldbeamess; indeed, coherent records formany yearswouldnot
exist.
He became theMicro-moth Recorder long before Imoved into Cheshire and joined
the branch and he's not sure of his 'start date' - it was sometime between the late
1980’s and early 1990’s. There were very few folks taking an interest in the micro-
lepidoptera in those days and it was not until PC’s became popular and websites
started to appear showing photos of micro-moths, that the interest grew. The
internet also allowed the provision of identification forums, followed by the
appearanceof field guides and smart phones. Just think about that...he tookon the
jobwhen therewere virtually no identification aids available, at least nonewith the
depth and accuracy that a recorder needs.
Shane Farrell was the Macro-moth Recorder until 2007, when he resigned to take
up serious astonomy. No replacement came forward, so Steve agreed to recieve all
the county records and he acted as archivist until a replacement could be found.
That did not happen, so Steve processed the maro-moth records along with his
micro-moth data; hence becoming the de facto macro-moth recorder. He
deliberately stopped issuing an annual report and also did not ever refer to himself
as 'the Macro-moth Recorder', in the hope that the deficiency of a report and
apparent absence of a formal recorder would prod the moth establishment into
generating a proper replacement. It didn't work, at least not for a long time.
When Steve took over, the county database was in a mess and no longer fit for
purpose. It was full of errors, including numerous mis-identifications and
duplications, which came about mainly because the system used allowed only the
person who had input the data to amend it. Getting folks to amend their data had
become toomuch of a problemandwas often impossible to achieve. The database
needed a radical overhaul, so Steve downloaded the whole lot onto EXCEL before
cleaning up all the duplicated sites, recorders' names, records and other details.
This exercise tookplace over thenext threewinters, as by thenour databasewould
have contained some7-800,000 records. Once complete, the priority then became
trying to input asmanyof theold records aspossible for theupcomingMacro-moth
atlas. Assessing the validity ofmany of these old recordswas fraughtwith difficulty
and is still an ongoing task. Steve then began visiting Manchester Museum and
during the next few winters managed to input onto the database details of all the

Both of our county moth recorders - Steve Hind (micro-moths) and Steve Holmes
(macro-moths) retired at the end of last year. The following sections express our
appreciation of their efforts and our sincere thanks for the excellent jobs they
have done.

written by David Tomlinson
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Cheshire moths held in their collection, as well as data from a number of local
publications.Alas therewasnot timeto investigate thedataheld inothermuseums.
During this period Steve began to bring the moth recorders together by
encouraging them to use the Moth Forum hosted by rECOrd at Chester Zoo. His
expertise had become widely known, so in season, he got daily emails asking for
identification of attached moth photographs; quite a few of these came fromme.
Sensiblyheencouraged recorders topost their queriesonline,which freedupmore
ofhis timeandenabled identificationof trickymoths tobesharedmorewidely. This
clearly helped, but in parallel the number of activemoth recorders (mostly macro-
species) in the county increased substantially. So he was still kept busy with ID
issues.
With an increasing number of recorders every year, each one with their own way
of recording, it eventuallybecamenecessary toproduceaRecordingTemplate.This
was required in an effort to standardize the data received by the recorder, so that
it was more compatible with the requirements of the county database, allowing
bulk importationwithout the constant need to correct species namesand reformat
every spreadsheet. Glenn Rostron was able to help with this and Glenn’s template
is still in use today, althoughwith regular updates. True, Glenn's helpwas valuable,
but like me, he learned a lot from his asociation with Steve.
Eventuallya replacementmacro-mothrecordercameforward,buthedidn't last for
long and Steve took up the job again. Finally Steve Holmes took on the job in 2014
and it was in safe and competent hands for 5-6 years. This coincided with
production of the Atlas of Britain and Ireland's Larger Moths by Zoe Randall et al.
at Butterfly Conservation. Steve Hind took on the job of collating the records from
the county database so that they could be included in theAtlas, as the credits in the
Atlas acknowledge.
Steve Hind has inspired and helped many Cheshire 'mothers', myself included.
Clearly he is a font of knowledge; he is also a very kind man, probably too kind for
his own good. He his still helping the new recorder to get 'up to speed' with both
micro- andmacro-records. It is a privilege to be able to publish this account and to
express our collective gratitude to an inspiring and industrious colleague.

Steve Holmes
I originally discussed with Steve the possibility of him becoming the Cheshire
Macro-mothRecorder (CMR) in2010butprobablywiselyhedeclined,asat the time
there was a lot of work to be completed on the database for the Atlas of Britain &
Ireland’s LargerMoths. Steve eventually took on the role in 2013 and set about re-
instigatingtheAnnualMothReport.Over thesixyearsofSteve’s tenurewewillhave
published seven reports, including one covering the period 2008-13, in order to fill
the gap since the previous report in 2007, with our final one due out this spring.
These reports can be downloaded from the rECOrdwebsite at http://www.record-

written by Steve Hind
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lrc.co.uk/c1.aspx?Mod=Article&ArticleID=G004008. In all these reports, Steve
wrote the macro-moth section, sourced, selected and incorporated photographs,
formatted the report and co-wrote the introductions.
Themain roles of the CMR are to collate, verify and computerise all the vice county
moth records on a database which is then forwarded to Butterfly Conservation to
be incorporated into theNationalMothRecording Scheme.Asmothshavebecome
more popular and the recording of them has increased, so has the workload of the
CMR’s. We received over 80 batches of moths, containing some 80,000 records
during 2018. A Recording Template is therefore a necessity to enable recorders to
submit their records in a standardised way, enabling the importation of datamore
easily onto the county database. Steve took over the role of keeping the template
up to date,which has proved to be a rathermore time consuming process thanwas
originally envisaged, due to frequent changes to the species dictionary, including
the incorporating of a new systematic list and GDPR requirements. This must have
been particularly problematic for Steve as he has never been able to run the actual
softwareonhis computer, so Iwould like toexpressmy thanks tohim for all his help
during these upgrades.
Most recorderswhodonot use the same recordingpackageonwhichour database
resides, have adopted the Recording Template, although there are still a number
who are either unable, or unwilling to do so and Steve took on the task of either
reformatting, or manually inputting this data.
Following a meeting with Gary Hedges hosted by Steve in 2017, the three of us
agreed to produce a set of distributionmaps for every species ofmoth in Cheshire.
This included a brief line on the status of each species and Stevewrote these for all
the macro-moths. The Cheshire Moth Atlas was uploaded onto http://
www.northwestinvertebrates.org.uk/publications/atlases/ in 2018 and is still
available to download. During the meeting it was also decided that we needed a
presence on social media. The CheshireMoths Facebook Groupwas soon created,
with the three of us acting as administrators and now has 97 members, many of
which are in addition to those using the forum. Although Steve had not used social
media before he quickly adopted the site and has posted regularly on it ever since,
with both his own observations and helping other recorders with their
identification problems and always with a friendly and often humorous approach.
Prior to creating the CheshireMoths Facebook Group, the counties 'mothers' kept
in touch via theMoth Forum provided by the Local record Centre at rECOrd, based
at Chester Zoo. This is still a very active forumwhere again Steve has been posting
observations of his local moth sightings during his regular visits to GowyMeadows
and fromcaptures inhis garden trap since joining in2008aswell as helpingoutwith
the many moth queries.
During his tenure Steve also led a number of field meetings and presented talks
about moths.
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Butterfly and moth recording and dealing
with records

Recommendations from both recorders, Rupert Adams and Dave
Maddy, collated by the Editor

iRecord is an app developed for wildlife recording. Versions are available for the
main operating systems used by smart phones and tablets. It is designed for first-
handuse 'in the field'. Further informationandregistration isavailableon itsparent
website at https://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/.

iRecord isoperatedby theBiological RecordsCentre (BRC) aspartof theworkof the
UK Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (UKCEH). BRC is supported by the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (JNCC) and UKCEH (through National Capability funding
via Natural Environment Research Council (NERC)).

iRecord and the Indicia software is developed and maintained by the BRC and
Biodiverse IT. iRecord alsobenefits fromanumberof expert volunteers affiliated to
National Recording Schemes and Societies and with links to Local Environmental
Records Centres.

Its usemeans that recordsmight by-pass the County recorders. Theywill reach the
compilers of national databases, but the possibility exists that our recorderswill be
unable to collate and feed-back local records at the end of each season and it will
be much more difficult for recorders to combine records from iRecord users with
thosefromotherbutterflyandmoth 'spotters'. Wemaybe lesswell informedabout
our local populations.

As stated, it is designed for use 'in the field', so it may facilitate butterfly recording,
in that observersmay feelmore comfortablewith their phones than theywould be
handling a pencil and a clip-chart. Usersmay already have their phones in hand for
photography. However,moth recording ismostly doneathome,hopefullywithout
the need for chasing specimens to get an ID. Hence, our recorders make the
following recommendations.

Moth recorders in Cheshire should continue to use the VC58-specific
spreadsheet template.
ButterflyConservation’s recentexcellentwebinar “Introduction to iRecord” sought
to show how iRecord can help streamline the data flow, describing it as “a tool to
tidy up our data ecosystem”. It listed some of the benefits that might accrue from
encouraging a greater adoption of iRecord. After a demonstration of the system,
Butterfly Conservation offered ongoing training and support.

Butterfly Conservation recognised, however, that local processes and methods
might be well-established, effective and efficient, and any move towards greater
useof iRecordwouldbegradual andprobably long-term, and couldnotbe imposed
on local groups.

In Cheshire, recorders have been encouraged to use spreadsheet templates (one
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each for moths and butterflies) for submitting records annually to the County
Recorders. The spreadsheets contain a number of automatic verification aids that
are specific to the local environment. These aids help the local recorders to enter
their records in theconventional formatandhelp theCountyRecorders toverify the
records and to load the data into MapMate for analysis and reporting.

Asmallnumberof recorders inCheshirearealreadyusing iRecordandsomerecords
have been verified using the system. That experience has led to the conclusion that
it is not yet appropriate to encourage moth recorders in Cheshire to move to
iRecord.

Evenwith recent improvements (suchas thebulk actionsprocedure), iRecord is still
very time consuming.

The CountyMothRecorderwould have to organise a trained teamof verifiers to be
able to process the volume of recorded sightings. Bearing in mind the recent
handover fromtwoCountyMothRecorders toanewsingle recorder, thedisruption
to established practice would be too much to accommodate at this time. Analysis
tools andmappingcapabilities,which iRecorddoesnotpossess to thesamedegree,
are currently provided byMapMate in Cheshire. The process of extracting the data
from iRecord and loading it into MapMate also presents challenges.

In conclusion, theadvice remains thatmoth recorders in Cheshire should continue
to use the VC58-specific spreadsheet template (available on the Cheshire Moth
Group page on Facebook, or from the Cheshire CountyMoth Recorder). The small
number of recorders that use other methods can continue to do so, of course, as
it is better to have a record than none at all.

Butterfly recorders in Cheshire can use iRecord or continue to use the
VC58-specific butterfly spreadsheet; but not both.
The iRecord dataset of butterfly records were validated and included in the 2019
records for VC58. However, this was a retrospective exercise and time consuming.

Morebutterfly recorders inCheshireuse iRecord thandomoth recordersand those
whodowill havenoticed that their records arenowbeing verifiedusing the system.
Records are validated within 14 days. Verifying butterfly records has proved far
easier than validating those formoths in iRecord. For this reasonCheshire butterfly
recorderscanfeelconfident that their recordswillbe included intheCountydataset
if they use iRecord. However, it is critical that recorders do not duplicate the
information they provide through iRecord, in otherwords if you use iRecord please
use that system alone, and do not send your records to the County recorder at the
end of the year.

Transect recorders should note that their records are automatically uploaded from
UKBMS into iRecord,where theywill bevalidated.As theCountyMoth recorderhas
already stated the process of extracting the data from iRecord and loading it into
MapMate presents challenges, but these are far more straightforward to rectify in
the case of butterflies .

Butterfly recorders may of course continue to use the VC58-specific butterfly
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spreadsheet, which remains the preferred method of collecting local data. The
spreadsheet is available from the Cheshire County Butterfly Recorder
rupertadams1@sky.com.

To reiterate....please donot use both iRecord and returns to the county recorder;
some poor soul will have to disentangle the records or your records might be
counted double.

Introducing the new
County Micro- & Macro-Moth Recorder - David Maddy

My interest in moths started in July 2014 when Steve Hind - one of the long-time
County Moth Recorders for Cheshire - ran a Robinson trap in our garden. My wife
Jeanette and I were fascinated by the variety of species that turned up! Since then,
I’ve been recording regularly at home using a 60W actinic lamp in a Skinner trap.
Mercury vapour lamps and Robinson traps are thought to be more effective at
attracting themoths, but Iwasadvised that theactinicwouldbe less likely toattract
any complaints from neighbours! Whilst the numbers from that first session have
not been repeated, there have been at least a few “new for the garden” in most
months since.

I still find it fascinating that so many different species of moth can visit my garden.
Getting up very early for moth recording is a little disruptive, but it’s so rewarding
when you find something new.

Such early starts were not necessary when I helped Jeanette record butterflies in
the transect we did a few years ago near Mow Cop, or on the search for the small
pearl bordered fritillary inCheshire - I neverdidget to seeone! I do rememberbeing
out on the tow-path before
sunrise, though, when we took
part in a breeding-birds survey
on the Macclesfield canal.

It can be challenging - but also
part of the fun - to identify the
moths accurately. The main
guide I use for the largermoths
is Waring and Townsend, with
illustrations by Richard
Lewington. For micro-moths,
the equivalent book is by
Sterling and Parsons, with the

SteveHind and JeanetteMaddy viewing someof the
91 species attracted to the garden in July 2014
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same illustrator. I might also refer to the photographic guide byManley and some
more specialised books for pugs (Hancock), micro-moths (Berkshire Moth Group)
and “bird-dropping tortrix moths” (Clifton & Wheeler).

If questions remain, I normally turn to a number of different web-sites, such as UK
Moths, Norfolk Moths or lepiforum.de to compare my photos with those on the
internet. If I’m still in doubt, it’s always possible to post my photos on social media
to get views from other moth recorders.

Of course, it’s important to submit the records to ensure that they can be
incorporated into County and National databases. In his foreword to the Atlas of
Britain and Ireland’s LargerMoths, David Attenborough has said thatmoth records
“allow us to prioritise and target conservation efforts and to try to understand the
impacts of land management, climate change, light and chemical pollution,
pesticide use and other pressures on the natural world”.

How and when to submit moth records in Cheshire
The County Moth Recorder has the task of collecting, verifying, collating and
sharing moth records. Currently, Cheshire’s moth recorders are submitting
around 70,000 records annually.
My aim is not to change familiar practices. So the advice to people submitting
recordsofmoth sightings inCheshire remains the same. You should submit your
data as soon as possible after finishing trapping for the year or as soon after the
start of the New Year as possible.
The preferredway to submit records is to use the spreadsheet template, which
is available at the CheshireMoths Group facebook page - look under “Files” for
the latest version of the Records_Input_Template. Or I can send you a copy of
the template if you write to me at my email address, below.
Using the template to submit your records has several advantages: the
spreadsheethelpsyoucomplywith thestandardnamingconventions, it notifies
you immediately if the record requires additional information (such as
photographicevidence)andspeeds the inclusionof thecollatedverified records
into the county database.

Please e-mail your records to d.j.maddy@btinternet.com.

A Typical Moth-recording Session: 21st - 22nd May 2020

16:00 The forecast on BBC WEATHER is for “cloud and a gentle breeze; minimum
overnight temperature13degreesC;nomorethan20%probabilityof somerain”.Sunset
is around 21:00; I’ll switch the lamp on about that time. Sunrise will be at 05:00 a.m. so
I’ll need to setmyalarmclock for about 04:45a.m. tomake sure I’m in thegardenbefore
any of the birds can get to the moths.
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19:00 I’ve got the trap -which I ordered fromAnglian Lepidopterist Supplies in 2015 - out
of its box and can start to assemble it. I haven’t forgotten the pegs, egg boxes and other
paraphernalia. It might rain, so I’ll put a few sponge pads at the bottom of the trap to
soak up any puddles.
21:00 Putting the assembled trap in the garden, with extension cable from the mains.
Plugged in the electrics. Clearing the reading on the garden thermometer, so that I can
record the minimum overnight temperature. Switching on!
22:30Making a quick check with the torch that all is well and looking to see if anything
is resting outside the box. Tonight, it’s just a single Twenty-plume moth, which quickly
flew off into the bushes.
05:00 In thegardenwitha fewglasspots. There’snothingaround theoutsideof the trap,
but I can see a Heart and Dart, a pug of some sort and a Light Brown Apple Moth in the
surrounding egg boxes.Within the trap, though, my attention is immediately drawn to
the Poplar Hawkmoth resting on the inside wall!
Carefully taking out one egg box at a time, I note a
Garden Carpet and a Flame Carpet, several more
Heart and Darts, a couple of Common Marbled
Carpets, another pug, a Dark/Grey Dagger, a couple
of CodlingMoths and an Angle Shades. There is also
another micro-moth, which I cannot immediately
identify, but it is of the so-called “bird-dropping
tortrix” type.Havingmadeanoteof them, I release someof themore familiarmoths into
different vegetation around the garden, but retain the others in the glass pots.
Encouragedwitha light tickle fromanartist’spaintbrush, themothsseemto like tocrawl
in.

06:45 Having put the moths in their
pots safely under a cloth in some
Tesco wine carriers and left them in
the cool at the side of the house, I
dismantle the trap. There always
seems to be at least one moth
lurking under one of the brackets!
Today it is a Marbled Minor (agg).
07:30After somebreakfast, I getmy
field guides and notebook and start
to identify and record the moths
more carefully.

08:00 Camera at the ready, I take some photographs of most of the moths. With the
micro’s I try to get a shot from directly above and also one from the side. The bird-
dropping tortrix is reluctant to pose for the camera, but eventually stays still enough to
get a decent picture to help with the identification.
10:00 Eventually, I’m able to match my picture of the bird-dropping tortrix with the
illustrations in the books and on the internet: it’s Cochylis nana.

Angle Shades
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Cochylis nana

21:00 It’s now dusk and there’s no bird
activity, so it’s time to release the remaining
moths into the flower-beds and bushes
aroundthegarden. All that remains is towash
the glass pots and type upmy records into the
spreadsheet for 2020.

Dave Maddy using Sterling &
Parsons to identify Cochylis nana

From Butterfly Conservation....

Advice note on the Box Moth (Cydalima perspectalis)
It is sometimes referred to as the Box Tree Moth, Box-worm Moth or Box Tree
Webber. As the name indicates, this species is associated with various species of
Box, of which it is considered a serious pest in parts of Europe. There appear to be
twogenerations inBritain, theadult found frommid-June toearlyAugust andagain
in September to
November. The larval
stage damages Box
plants. The larva has
been found in May,
Juneand fromAugust to
early October, over-
wintering as a small
larva between leaves
spun together. Larvae
produce webbing over
the feeding area. Box
plants can become
disfigured by a loss of
leaves and thepresence
of this webbing. Plants
can sometimes be
completely defoliated.

The species is thought

Accidentally introduced to theUK; first recorded in Kent in 2007.
In recent years it has become firmly established and is building in
numbers and spreading, particularly in Middlesex, Herts, Surrey
and Essex where it is expanding out from London. It is also
resident more locally in parts of southern England as far west as
Gloucestershire. To date, the species has occurred in Cornwall,
Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Surrey, East
& West Sussex, Kent, Essex, Gloucestershire, Buckinghamshire,
Berks, Oxfordshire, Herts, Middlesex, Beds, Cambridgeshire,
Suffolk, Norfolk, Northants, Lincs, Warwicks, Worcs, Notts,
Cheshire, Yorks, Co. Durham and Northumberland. In Wales, it
has recently been found inMonmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen
and Denbigh, and in 2018 it was recorded new to Scotland from
Fife. It is probably not resident in all of these counties, however,
it could also potentially occur elsewhere. There are increasing
numbers of records from along the south and south-eastern
coast; these records are likely to be the result of primary
immigration from the Continent. Themothwas also recorded on
Guernsey in 2014.
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tobenative toChinaandKorea, and ispossibly invasive in Japanand theRussianFar
East. First found in Europe in 2007 fromGermany, it has spread rapidly throughout
the Continent. Further information can be found on the Royal Horticultural Society
website at: https://www.rhs.org.uk/advice/profile?pid=760

Butterfly Conservation Guidance
This species hasbecomeestablishedand is spreading, andhas thepotential tohave
an impact on native populations of Box and disfigure ornamental Box hedgerows
and topiary. However, where control is being considered, the use of pesticides
shouldbeavoided.Wherebushesare smallweencourage the removalof the larvae
by hand. However, it is realised that this approach is unlikely to be appropriate
where large, older topiary bushes are involved. In these circumstances the mixed
nematode biological control which is sold as Fruit and Vegetable Protection should
be tried in the first instance andmay have some impact, being careful to follow the
instructions. As a last resort spraying, using a pesticide, may well be considered,
although we strongly advise against using any neonicotinoid pesticides currently
available. Bear inmind that pesticides availablewill not be specific toBoxMothand
will kill other non-target species of invertebrate, including butterflies and moths.
Therefore, if spraying is considered the only option then this should be undertaken
with extreme care. Still weather conditions should be selected, with just the target
bush sprayed, avoiding any spray falling to the ground or any spray drift to
neighbouringplantsorgrasses.Bushes in flower shouldnotbesprayedas this could
be harmful to pollinating insects.
Where large numbers of larvae have occurred, vigilance is likely to be required as
re-infestation is quite likely. Ultimately, consideration should be given to plantings
other than Box.
Finally, new plantings of Box should be carefully considered and, where this is
plannedwithin the rangeof thismoth, alternative plants (preferably native) should
be considered.
Formal document from Head Office dated July 2017 (updated November 2018)

From the Editor....
Theadult comes to light traps. I spendpartofmytime inChichester,where it arrives
regularly,especially inSeptember. When itappears itusuallyoutnumbers theLarge
Yellow Underwings. It has three phases, but I have only seen two and the 'piebald'

phase is by far the
most common in
Sussex. As stated in
the letter from BC it is
non-native and is not
protected, so trappers
mustdecidewhat they
should do if/when it
arrives in your trap.

Youwill not find it in the textbooks, so please note the pictures (it is a large 'micro-'
- about the same size as a small PepperedMoth) and please do informDaveMaddy
if you see it.
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Hairstreaks in Lockdown
Paul Kenyon

Lockdown as a result of the coronavirus
did not affect my ability to do my
butterfly transect. In fact it made me
concentrate even more on my local
patch. Normally I walk every day and
take my dogs on Greenbank park for
their constitutional whilst I study the
butterflies. It is surrounded by oak trees
interspersed with Ash, Sycamore and a
couple of small Elms and has a small
meadow at the Cloughwood end. A few
years ago I found a colony of Purple
hairstreaks here with the occasional
butterfly coming down to nectar either
on small oaks or brambles. However the
whole Hairstreak thing took off in a big
way during lockdown. It started in bad
weather one day when I kept seeing
purple hairstreaks flying across the park
fromtalleroaks tothesmalleroneswhen
it was raining. Not believing what I was
seeing I followed itupbyanothervisit the
following day and didn’t see a thing until
I got back into my car. I had decided to
bring thedogsby carbecauseof thepoor
weather. I started to reverse and then
suddenly realised there was a butterfly

on my windscreen. It was a Purple
Hairstreak. Fortunately I hadn’t usedmy
windscreen wipers . So I stopped the car
and photographed it. Eventually I

persuaded it to fly up to the nearest Ash.
I followed up these two visits with more
outings over the next few days to the
park at 5.30 pm. I always found Purple
Hairstreaks flying in the canopies on
almost all of the oaks with a really good
count of 70+ one balmy evening.

Morning is never as good for these
butterfliesbut Iwent toshowtwofriends
the Purple Hairstreaks I had found. I
examined all the Knapweed and thistles
and the first thing I came across

unbelievably was a White letter
Hairstreak. I managed to photograph
this butterfly as it was at knee height. On
a subsequent visit I saw one flying and
heading for my next discovery. It was a
large Elm hiding behind an oak which
some how had avoided a Dutch Elm.
Examination of the leaves showed a fair
amount of larvae damage. Therefore on
this small patch we have two species of
Hairstreak. My friends were delighted
and on a return evening visit we saw
many Purple Hairstreaks.

As a result Rupert and myself have
created another transect for next year
whichwill be an extension of the current
Marshalls Arm transect.
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The onlyway is Essex
byPaul Brewster

July sunshine means only one thing,
butterflies. This July, however, was
changeable tosaythe least.At timeswet,
overcast, windy and even cold, but just
occasionally we had a sunny day here in
Cheshireand thebutterflies flutteredby.

My ‘go to’ place to do my butterflying
since2016 ismy localpatch–Newchurch
Common. July was an exceptional
month, both for numbers of butterflies
seen and the number of species
recorded. In total 18 species were seen
on the wing in July and, on my best day,
I saw15of thesewith several dayswhere
I recorded 12 or more species flying.

Early in July, Large Skippers were still
seen, but only for the first week, with
Small Skippers also emerging, so that
these two similar species overlapped by

just a fewdays. Later in themonthSmall
Skipper counts were the best I’ve ever
hadhere,with 20 seen in a small area of
meadow on several occasions; every
one scrutinised carefully – but more of
that later! On 1st July a noteworthy
sighting was the first Purple Hairstreak
in a small oak near Big Pool. At least 2
individuals flitted around up in the
canopy of the oak, and showed really
well through my birding scope, even

showing the purple on the upperwings.
This was the second hairstreak species
seen onmy ‘patch’ this year following on
fromGreenHairstreak, last seen on 20th
May. Two adjacent oakswere seen to be
used by the Purple Hairstreaks, but they
were hard to see on every visit; very

typical of all the hairstreak species that
favour the treetops. One of my more
recent colonists, Ringlet, was still flying
after being seen first, albeit in ones and
twos, in June. Numbers of Ringlets built
up until I was getting good double-figure
counts on each visit, all concentrated in

the meadows east of Sandiway Big Pool.
Meadow Browns, which like Ringlets,
had emerged in early June were also
seen in good numbers in the same

Large Skipper

Ringlet

Meadow Brown
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meadows. Speckled Woods were seen
onmost visits, this species being seen all

across my recording area. The fourth of
the ‘brown’ that I get in my area,
Gatekeeper, emerged in the second
week of July, after I had seen them
elsewhere in Cheshire before this date.
The single individuals seen on my first
couple of visits soon became double
figures by the end of July with every
bramble patch having several stunning,
sunning Gatekeepers on it.

Right from 1st July, three of my four
common vanessids were seen on most

visits, namely Red Admiral, Comma and
Small Tortoiseshell. Commas were seen
in reasonable numbers too, with 5 seen
in week 3 of July. It was the third week
before the Peacocks emerged again;

predictable given the large numbers of
caterpillars in the nettle patches in June.
Numbers increased and late in July
double figureswerenectaringon thistles
in just one small area of meadow.
Another emergence was the second -
brood Holly Blues, first noted on 12th

July, with the odd ones and twos seen
thereafter. Like hairstreaks I get two
‘blue’ species on my patch, the other
one,CommonBluewas last seenon22nd
June, so didn’t quite make it into this
round up and ironically was also seen in
earlyAugust!Anotheremergencewasof
Small Copper, pristine adults being seen
from 10th July, peaking in the last week
of the month with 4 seen in a meadow
north of Big Pool. Previously my only

Gatekeeper

Holly Blue

Comma

Small Tortoiseshell

Peacock
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sighting of this species had been 2 on
15th May in another meadow on site.

Another butterfly species that was seen
after a long absence was Brimstone, a
lone female being seen on quite a dull
day at the end of July, following my last
sighting on 28th May. Thereafter, the
next few days saw several male
Brimstones nectaring on thistles around
the meadows. The original female was
seen at a distance in flight and at first
mistaken for a Large White, which
coincidentally wasn’t recorded on that
particular day! But, all three common
‘white’ species thatare seenonmypatch
in summerwerewell represented in July.

From the first week in July to the last,
Large White, Small White and Green-
veined White were all on the wing, the
former being the least common of the
three. Towards the end of July, Green-
veined White sightings dominated, the

‘butterflymeadows’ being close to pools
so favouring this species of
predominantly damp habitats.

They always say “leave the best ‘til last”,
and what better than adding a new
species of butterfly for my recording
area? Every ‘small’ Skipper that I had
been able to look at through binoculars
had been scrutinised for the past couple
of years and, up to this July, these had all
proven to be ‘bog-standard’ Small
Skippers (Thymelicus sylvestris).
However, on the morning of 12th July I
spotted what I expected to be another
Small Skipper that landed in the long

grass in themeadow by Big Pool. A quick
photo was taken on my phone as the
antennae looked suspiciously black-
tipped and when I examined the picture
at home onmy PC I could see the clearly
demarcated black ends of the antennae
and its ID was clear – female Essex
Skipper (Thymelicus lineola). Thiswasmy
first ever on my patch and it was was
followedbyanevenbetterspecimenand
photoon26th July. Inanareaclose to the
first record I spotted another skipper
which, as always, I checked and as soon
as I liftedmybins I could immediately see
obvious pale orange antennae with
‘dipped-in-ink’ tips both on the
uppersides and crucially the undersides.
The cut off between orange and black
was clean cut and I knew that I was
looking at another Essex Skipper on my

Brimstone

Green-veined White

Essex Skipper
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local patch. This time a head on photo
showed the diagnostic antennae tips
much better, albeit as a record shot on
my phone. After only three shots the
skipper zoomed off and was lost in the
long grass of themeadow. Essex Skipper
has been spreading north-west and was
recorded first in Cheshire as recently as
two years ago. With 2020 being a
bumper year in Staffordshire and
Cheshire, I had been searching
particularly for this species this year.
Finally finding it was fantastic, this is
what local patch watching is all about,
they were ‘my’ Essex Skippers and I was
elated!

A few years ago I wrote an article on
starting to watch this patch, and in it I
said that it could be rewarding to take an
area previously not watched by anyone,
or an under-watched area and make it
your own.Never has this beenmore true
than now. To find a new species of
butterfly onmy own patch is hard and to
find one that has only expanded
northwards to Cheshire in the last two
years is even better. I urge everyone to
get out and search your meadows and
rough ground. Essex Skippers are out

there; ID may be tricky but it is worth it,
and who knows what else might be
found. I found an Elephant Hawkmoth
caterpillar, my first on patch too, on the
samedayas the secondEssex Skipper, so
keep exploring!

Species recorded on Newchurch
Common, July 2020:

Essex Skipper, Small Skipper, Large
Skipper, Large White, Small White,
Green-veined White, Brimstone,
Speckled Wood, Ringlet, Meadow
Brown, Gatekeeper, Red Admiral,
Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell, Comma,
Small Copper, Purple Hairstreak, Holly
Blue. (18 species)

Species recorded on Newchurch
Common, 2016-2020:

Essex Skipper, Small Skipper, Large
Skipper, Orange-tip, Large White, Small
White, Green-veined White, Brimstone,
Speckled Wood, Ringlet, Meadow
Brown, Gatekeeper, Red Admiral,
Painted Lady, Peacock, Small
Tortoiseshell, Comma, Small Copper,
Purple Hairstreak, Green Hairstreak,
Holly Blue, Common Blue. (22 species)

Every LittleHelps
by NormaMitchell

In early June Iwaspreparing somebroccoli
(from Spain via Tesco) for cooking when I
noticed a very pale green, perfectly
camouflaged chrysalis hiding in the stems.
I wasn't sure what species it was, then I
found a small green larva which I
recognised as a Small White.

The larva I placed on a broccoli leaf, but it
was seeking somewhere to pupate and
vanished. A fewdays later I foundthepupa
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About 37 years ago, just as I graduated with a PhD from Southampton University,
job opportunities were dire. The Government of the day provided some support
with ‘Manpower Services Commission’ temporary jobs – many ecologists of my
years got some of their first work experience in this way. I ended-up at a small
Studies Centre on Southampton Common. My job was a dream: making an
inventory of the Common’s butterflies and moths. About 18 months after starting
I packed-up my gear and left for a new job; and that was the end of my serious
mothing. A whip-around organised at my work when I approached 60 allowed me
to buy a small moth trap, but I was so busy that it was only after Lockdown started
that Idusted itoff, somesixyears later, foruse.For thoseofyouwhoareconsidering
getting into mothing, I thought some of my
experiences might be of interest and help you get
started.

Now, I’m definitely not a night person and looking
after a trap in a remote location is not for me, so
the trap I bought is relatively low powered (40 w)
so as not to annoy my neighbours and mains-
operated to save me having to recharge batteries
all the time (Fig. 1). You can run a mains-powered
trap from an external socket or through the
window, but a battery-operated trap may be a
betterbet. Iuseatimertoturnthetrap lightonand
off (you can also buy trapswith a light sensor to do
the same job). Egg boxes are put in the trap for
moths to have something to cling to – andmake it
easier to remove them from the trap. My trap

Mothing in lockdown
John Dover

Fig. 1

in a horizontal position on the
underside of a sheet of paper
which was hanging off the
windowsill. When I moved the
chrysalis, it wriggled so I tried to
stick it back on the broccoli, but
Sellotape would not stick to the
stem. Using double sided
Sellotape I stuck the pupa to a
vase. The next day it fell off, so I
stuck it back very carefully with
single Sellotape just at the tip so
that it could emerge safely. After 10 days a female Small White butterfly emerged
and flew off into the sunshine. Success ! So do examine broccoli carefully before
cooking.
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didn’t comewith a rain shield, but a transparent cover is needed toprotect thebulb
from rain.

Formanypeoplea lotof fun isseeingmoths fly intothetrap.Spreadingawhitesheet
on the ground and putting the trap on it helps you see themoths that are attracted
to the trap light but don’t fly into it. Capturing thesemoths is usually fairly easy and
maywell add to the species you find. A bit of caution is worthmentioning here: the
bulbs/tubes inmostcommercial ‘white light’ trapsare ‘actinic’–moretypicallyused
to light aquariums - and they put out more energy in the blue and UV parts of the
spectrum than a ‘normal’ bulb/tube. Try not to look directly at the light source and,
to be even safer, use polycarbonate safety glasses or something similar which will
block UV light. If you decide to buy a trap with a ‘dark’ bulb/tube which emits high
levels of UV and low levels of visible light, and especially if the wattage of the bulb
is high, even stronger precautions should be taken for eye-safety. Dark bulb traps
are very efficient at attracting moths as, like most insects, their sight is shifted
towardstheblueendof thespectrum.Suchbulbsalsoreduce lightpollutionandcan
be a good choice in gardens.

It is important to get to your trap early in the morning before things warm-up too
much asmoths will start to leave it and you can end-upwith a disappointing catch.
Also, youmay end-up feeding the local birds – once I collectedmy trap off the lawn
and a robin looked at me in what I considered to be a rather annoyed fashion; I
suspect he or she had been picking-offmoths that had settled on the lawn andwas
looking forward to a more substantial breakfast of escapees. My routine is to get-
upoutofbed, throwonadressinggownandget tothetrapbefore Idoanythingelse.
I disconnect the trap, capturing anymoths that have settled on the outside, take it
into the garage (anywhere thatwill stay cool for awhile) and remove the light-and-
baffle unit. I then put the lid of an old tub on top of the trap to stopmoths escaping.
I then return to the house for breakfast. In late August there can be a need for
cautionwhen collecting the trap – thewasps thatwere enjoyingmyapples decided
that the trap was ‘interesting’, and I had over a dozen crawling over the light.

Emptying the trap is straightforward, but something of an adventure. You need
containers; specialist suppliers sell pill boxes with clear bottoms, but these are
expensive. I have collected a range of clear plastic containers of various sizes. The

more transparency the better - you sometimes
need to see the underside for identification. A
few larger vessels for bigger moths will also be
handy.

Yes, emptying the trap is straightforward, but
somemothswill escape (and remember towatch
out for wasps or even hornets in August). I open
my trap next to a window so escapees can be
rescued from it. You will soon become deft at
opening the tub lid off the trap slightly, to see
where the next moth is. Encourage the moths
(gently) toenter a tube/jar/pillbox andput the lid
on firmly. The cone that most traps have (which
acts like a lobster-pot, letting the moths in but
retarding their exit) can then be removed - but in
a similarly cautious manner, capturing moths as

Fig. 2
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necessary. I find that keeping the tub lid nearby is very useful as, if the occupants
become too lively, it can be quickly replaced (Fig. 2). Once the cone has been
removed, lift oneof the eggboxes carefully and remove themoths from its surface.
The box can be replaced in the trap if they start becoming too active. Once an egg
box has no more moths, put it to one side and repeat with the others; eventually,
check the inside of the trap for any strays.

Transferring the moths to containers sometimes causes them to attempt to fly,
buffeting themselves against the insides. If this happens I put them in the 'fridge -
it stops themdamaging themselves and it helpswith identification as it slows them
down. Spending several hours in a fridge should not harm the moths – a freezer
would be lethal of course. Identifyingmoths, if you have not done it before, can be
a slow and sometimes frustrating experience, and if you know someonewho has a
trap it would beworthwhile getting in touch. I, personally, really enjoy the process
of going through the ID guides but youmight not guess it if you heardmy grumbles.
Some of the species are frustratingly similar, and some of the images seem to only
be 100% clear after you have sat for ages flicking through the books and
painstakingly looked at every aspect. Once you have the moth identified though
there is a curiously strong sense of satisfaction and achievement.

Asyouhaveprobablyguessed,my IDabilityof37yearsagohas largelydesertedme;
I can recognise someof themajor groupsofmothsandsomeof themoredistinctive
species but mostly I’m back at beginner status. Fortunately, the ID guides I
mentionedare farbetternowadays,andmostlyportray themothsasyouwouldsee
them in life andnot as dead and set specimens. I’ve given a list of books I find useful
below. The biggest problem I faced was this: how do I identify all thesemoths that
are going to bemoving around if I don’t kill them?Well first of all I’m going to have
to accept that I will not be able to identify every moth that is in my trap: some will
be very worn, some will be just too difficult to tell from others with my limited
knowledge, and some you simply cannot unless you do kill them, remove their
genitalia, and look at them under a microscope. However, after a very short time
manymoths become very easy to identify because they are so distinctive. So, how
do I bridge the gap between knowing almost nothing and becoming experienced
enough to tackle some of the subtleties? Photography is the obvious answer.

Photographing livemoths is not as difficult as it might seem, though having a good
light source and a good camera are obvious essentials. I use a camerawith amacro
(close-focus) lens and a flashgun which I can use off the camera (I use a cable, but
many can be controlled ‘wirelessly’) so I canmanipulate the direction and strength
of the flash. I’m still learning, but this is a pretty goodway of getting close-upswith
good light. Strong natural light is fine for photography, but can be a problem with
very smallmoths and shadows canbeharsh. I suspect aphone cameramight beOK,
abitofexperimentation isworthwhile. I’mnotaimingatbeauty, justagood-enough
reproductionof themoth tohelpme ID it. Thebiggestproblem iskeeping themoths
still long enough to take the picture. For this I use a ‘cold table’.

We know that insects need warmth to move, so if they are cold they keep still. I
made up a small open-topped box insulated with scrap polystyrene packing (stuck
together with Araldite) into which I can snugly fit a cool block (Fig. 3 inset). On top
of this I have a small grey-painted metal plate which I pin into the polystyrene
through a couple of holes drilled into it. Themetal conducts the cold efficiently, but
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plastic could be used. I tip
amothon to theplateand
because it is very cold it
stays there long enough
to photograph. Well,
that’s the theory, some
moths seem to be a bit
better at moving around
on the plate at first so I
have the lid of a clear
plastic box about 0.5 cm
high which I put over the
moth until it stops
moving. Once I’m happy
with the moth’s
behaviour I removethe lid
and can usually take

several shots with the camera (checking the results between each shot) before the
moth gets restive and I return it to the pot. I tend to have the cool table on a slight
slope (with a small box under one side) as I find it is easier to take photographs at
a slight angle compared to vertically. For someof the largermoths, andmost of the
smaller ones, a side-shot is
essential for identification (Fig.
4; Gold Spot), so I usually put
the cold table on a small box to
help (see Fig. 3). Having some
kind of scale to measure your
moths by is also useful, and I
usually take at least one ‘snap’
with one (Fig. 5; Light-brown
Apple Moth). If you have
several cool blocks you can
also keep your catch cool, near
your camera, in a cool box or just balanced on top of the cool blocks in a plastic tray
or similar. The surface of the metal plate I use gets covered in condensation, so
periodically I have to wipe it with a paper hankie or risk the moths getting stuck to
it. Once I’ve finished my photography, the moths go back into the fridge to be

released into vegetation at dusk.

Uploading your images to a computer allows
you to easily zoom-in to look at specific wing
characters. You also have the option of using
your favourite searchengine tohelp you.Once
I think I have identified the moth, I go online
and look for images of what I think it is – given
that there is a lot of variation in wingmarkings
this is a very useful thing to do. I regularly use
a range of web resources (see links below)
including the moths section of our own BC
website although the Northumberland MothFig. 5

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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sitehasbecomea favourite. The latterhas somereally goodandclear images, along
with other data, and it has an ID tips section for some tricky species. The downside
is that not all of our Cheshire & Wirral moths are covered, and it is a bit pedantic
about hyphens (e.g. will not show ‘buff tip’ but will ‘buff-tip’). Flight periods of
moths can also be useful in identification as some similar species fly at different
times of the year, and there is an online ‘Flying tonight’ page (see below)which lists
species thatmight beon thewing in Cheshire.Once youhave identified yourmoths
please send in your records. For our recording area (formally known as vice-county
58 (VC58)) there is a formdownloadable fromtheCheshireMothGroupwebsite (in
the Downloads section under ‘Utilities for Recorders’) – it includes an ‘Advice and
Guidance Section’ to helpwith filling it in. Once you have finished ‘mothing’ for the
season send your records to your County Moth Recorder.

Finding an accurate Ordnance Survey reference for your finds is easy now with
online tools. I use UK Grid Reference Finder https://gridreferencefinder.com/
where you can enter postcode and/or location (road, town) and it will return a
satellite, standard map, or hybrid satellite-and-map image depending on your
preference. Theexact location canbe refinedby right-clickingon the imageand the
full grid reference will be displayed. You can of course still use maps, and I found it
useful to work out which tetrad my garden is in so I can compare my finds with
distribution maps. Tetrads and the ‘DINTY’ system is explained here: https://
bsbi.org/maps-and-data

Other web-based resources I find useful are the distribution maps for Cheshire
moths (1808-2017) produced by Steve Hind, Steve Holmes and Gary Hedges, and
theMoth reports, etc., fromtheCheshireMothGroup (in the ‘Downloads’ section).
There is plenty of othermaterial online and I found that hunting around using your
favourite search engine can turn up lots of ‘mini-guides’ on specific groups. I
particularly liked the ‘Common Grass Moths of Berkshire’ which has some really
clear information on some of the smallermoths. There are plenty of others such as
pages on Yellow Underwing moths, Wainscots, Hebrew Character moths and
similar, British Leaf-miners, and critical features for some of the problematic
species such as the Copper Underwings.

So, how have I done? Between the beginning of May and the second week of
September I have recorded 132 moths in our garden, and instead of about 24
different species being recorded inmy tetradwenowknowof 148!Now, of course,
I’m hooked; and I want a bigger & better trap – but that’s another story. Good
hunting!

Useful Books:
Together these two books cover the majority of our UK moths and the images in the plates are
painted in natural poses. The first deals with our (mostly) smaller moth fauna (known as ‘Micros’)
and the second with the (mostly) larger moth fauna (known as ‘Macros’):
Sterling, P., Parsons, M & Lewington, R. (2012) Field Guide to the Micro Moths of Great Britain and
Ireland. British Wildlife Publishing
Waring, P., Townsend, M. & Lewington, R. (2017) Field Guide to the Moths of Great Britain and
Ireland. British Wildlife Publishing
The following deal with smaller groups of ‘micro’ moths, and are incredibly helpful with photographic
images:
Clifton, J. & Wheeler, J. (2016) Bird-dropping Tortrix Moths of the British Isles. Clifton & Wheeler.
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Hancock, B. (2018) Pug Moths of North-west England. Lancashire and Cheshire Fauna Society.
Hart, C. (2011) British Plume Moths. British Entomological and Natural History Society.
Smart, B. (2018) Micro-moth Field Tips: A Guide to Finding the Early Stages in Lancashire and
Cheshire. Lancashire & Cheshire Fauna Society.
Websites and Web Resources mentioned in the text:
Butterfly Conservation Moths sub-site: https://butterfly-conservation.org/moths
Cheshire and Wirral Butterfly Conservation: https://butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/
cheshire-and-wirral-branch
Cheshire Moths ‘Flying tonight’: https://www.cheshiremothcharts.com/flyingtonight.php
Cheshire Moth Group:
http://www.record-lrc.co.uk/c1.aspx?Mod=Article&ArticleID=G00040001
County Moth Recorders: https://butterfly-conservation.org/sites/default/files/2020-07/CMR_
%20List_%20County_%20Format_07_07_2020.pdf
Northumberland Moth website: http://www.northumberlandmoths.org.uk/index.php
Distribution Maps for Cheshire Moths (1808-2017):
https://www.northwestinvertebrates.org.uk/document/cheshire-moth-atlas-1808-2017/
Recording form for VC58: http://www.record-lrc.co.uk/c1.aspx?Mod=Article&ArticleID=G00040001
Mini Guides:
British Leaf-miners: http://www.leafmines.co.uk/index.htm
Copper Underwings: https://britishlepidoptera.weebly.com/amphipyra-pyramideaberbera.html
Common Grass Moths of Berkshire: (web address - Carmarthenshire? It really is a document on
Berkshire moths!) http://www.econoweb.co.uk/Carmarthenshire_moths/GrassMoths.pdf
Footman moths: http://www.eakringbirds.com/eakringbirds2/mothsfootman.htm
Hebrew Character & similar: http://www.bettonyb.co.uk/hebrewcharacter.html
Wainscots: http://www.bettonyb.co.uk/wainscots.html
Yellow Underwings: http://www.eakringbirds.com/eakringbirds4/mothsyellowunderwingid.htm

Flash Macro Photography for Butterflies
Roger Cope

Introduction
The Aurelians of past centuries were notorious for their extensive collections of
butterflies, but thankfully the new collectors are photographers anxious to get the
most representative and beautiful image of their quarry. Capturing these images is
not easy though, so I’d like to share with you a strategy which is fairly
straightforward and will give you a great chance of getting some cracking shots.

It is important to note that this is not the only technique around; it is just my own
method, but I have been largely successful in using it.

Problems, Problems…
Butterfly photography can be very frustrating, and attracts a spectrum of abilities,
from technically brilliant practitioners, to thosewith “all the gear and no idea” and
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even i-Phone users. The main challenges are:
• As a survival mechanism, wild creatures have evolved to be massively more
sensitive to their environment, and changes therein, than us humans. This means
that butterflies are difficult to approach and will readily fly off if they see a sudden
movement that could signal danger. Don’t we all know it!
• Butterflies tend to be fast-moving and so pictures can be blurred due to subject
movement
• Relative cameramovement is exaggerated at close distances, i.e. camera shake
is enhanced, also blurring pictures
• Camera lenses sometimes do not focus close enough to get a frame-filling shot
• Depth of focus is very shallow in close-ups
• Sometimes the target species is difficult to find
Solving the Challenges
Forequipment, I useanoldentry-levelDSLR
(Nikon 3100), teamed with the cheapest
macro lens around (Sigma 105mm macro),
which I leave permanently attached, this
combination being dedicated to close-up
photography to avoid dust getting onto the
sensor. Extension tubes on a standard kit
lens are a viable cheaper alternative to a
specialist macro lens.
Finding your Quarry
I find that the best source of information as to the location andwhereabouts of any
butterfly is Butterfly Conservation’s local branch Sightings pages. Some branches
unfortunately don’t really log sightings, but others such as the Upper Thames or
Northants sites are excellent, providing very current information about what is
around andwhere. I would definitely recommend confirming your target species is
actually out before travelling! The branch secretaries are also very friendly and
helpful.
Exposure
The two factors governing exposure are shutter speed (exposure time) and
aperture.Macro photography of butterflies often demands a fast shutter speed to
freezesubjectmotionandtheeffectsof camerashake, combinedwithagooddepth
of field (focus) so that thewhole insect is sharp. This is challenging, since at the low
sensitivity (eg ISO 200) settings desirable to minimise image noise, these shutter
and aperture settings will only provide sufficient exposure under very bright
conditions, brighter even than direct sunlight. One solution to this is the use the
automaticbuilt-in flashunitontheSLRas the light source, dialling in the fastest sync
speed possible (1/200s on the D3100) and an aperture of f16, using the “Manual”
setting on your camera. At close-up distances, the automatic flashwill quench very
quickly, maybe within 1/10000 s, thus freezing any movement.
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Environmental Conditions
The best conditions are early morning in
cloudy bright weather, for two reasons.
Firstly, in the early morning all insects are
lethargic , desperately trying to warm up
after a cold night, so are much easier to
approach. Sobeanearlybird - even7.30am
can be too late if the day is going to be hot,
as a colony of Silver-Studded Blues
demonstrated to me on the Great Orme!
Secondly, bright ambient sunshine
competes with the flash unit at the
necessary exposure suggested earlier,
which results in a blurry “ghost image”
superimposed on the main one, since
1/200s shutter speed is not really fast
enough hand-held for macro work. In cloudy conditions this problem disappears,
since ambient light is usually around 3 stops lower (10-20% of flash intensity) and
just provides a lovely soft fill-in rather than registering a second image.
The Approach
Let’s go through your routine on the day. You arrive early, check your camera
settings are 1/200s f16 (manual exposure) at ISO200, and flip up the little on-board
flash unit (don’t forget this last one!). You set autofocus to a central point in the

frame and image stabilisation/
vibration reduction to On. After a
while, getting cold and wondering
whether you are actually in the right
place,outof theblueyouseeapristine
Pearl-Bordered Fritillary land about
30 yards away and start basking in the
weak sunlight. Now you need to stalk
it carefully. Circle round until you are
directly behind it and very, very
slowly , with no sudden movements,
start tomovetowithinacoupleof feet

of your quarry. You need to get that close to fill the frame and avoid excessive
cropping later, which will degrade your image. Think of yourself as a cat stalking a
mouse. If anyone is watching they will wonder what the heck you are doing, but it
is the only way to be successful! If it flies off, you have almost certainly made a
sudden movement – must do better next time!
OK, now you are almost ready and probably stopped breathing in excitement at
getting soclose to this stunningmiracleofnature. Steadyyourself and tryandbrace
your camera by resting your elbows on your chest, hips etc. If it’s a low-level shot,
kneeling down on one knee very slowly is a great help as you can brace on the free
knee. Try and be exactly behind the butterfly with its open wings perpendicular to
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the direction the lens is pointing (ie parallel to the focal plane); in this way you will
maximise thearea in focus sincedepthof field inmacrophotography is very limited.
Slowlysqueezetheshutter releasebuttonandtakeadozenorsoshots,varyingyour
position and the focal point slightly from the thorax to the wings etc, reviewing
occasionally to confirm the flash has fired and you seem to have captured a
reasonable image.
Shadows
After moving into position directly
behind the insect, a common problem
is that in sunshine, to be perfectly
aligned, your shadow will move over
the butterfly since it has inevitably
positioned itself perpendicular to the
sun’s rays to gain the maximum
warming effect, a bit like a seasoned
sunbather in Benidorm. This can spook
the butterfly, but if you move very
slowly it canactuallyhavethebeneficial
effectofencouragingthebutterfly toopen itswingsstill flatter, thinkingthatacloud
has simplyobscured thesun,as illustrated in thepictureof theRedAdmiral (above),
whichwas shaded. If it is still cold, however, thebutterflywill twitch and thenmove
to find a sunny spot again, so the only solution is then to keep your shadow just off
the insect and settle for a slightly inferior shooting position a little to one side.
Half-open Wings

Some skippers only ever bask with wings half-
open, and later in the day other butterflies will do
likewise, to regulate their temperature as it gets
warmer. In the latter case, slowly moving your
shadow across them as described above can
encouragewing flattening, or shootingat anangle
toget justonewingperfectly in focuscanmake for
a pleasing composition. The Small Copper (left)
was shot at such an angle.
Background
Just a final word about the background. Bear in
mindthatanicebackgroundcanaddgreatly to the

composition. Sometimes you will get no choice, but grab the chance to get a
complementary background when it arises.
Also, for butterflies on a some sort of promontory, eg. the end of a twig, the
background is further away,which inbright lighting conditions is perfect. But in dull
conditions the background will then appear very dark due to flash fall-off with
distance and lack of an effective fill light. The remedy for this is to carefully (slow!)
propupa leaf behind thebutterfly, or for roosting insects just gentlynipoff the twig
andblu-tack it next to a leafy background! See examples belowof aHeath Fritillary,
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before and after relocation.
Alternatives
The technique described produces images which have fairly flat lighting, but you
may want to highlight the texture of the wings using angled natural light or just
prefer not to use flash.
If the insect is perfectly static, it is possible (though difficult) to shoot using a tripod
at f16witha longshutterspeed.Alternatively,handheldpictures innatural lightcan
beachievedbyuseof ahigh sensitivity setting suchas ISO800or ISO1600, enabling
the ideal exposure of around 1/500s f16. I have said in this article that high ISO
settings will produce noise in the image, but in actuality many modern cameras
cope with this pretty well.

Brimstone Blunders by Rupert Adams

All planting schemes that I’ve been
involved in locally have included Alder
Buckthorn, including in my own garden.
AlderBuckthornproducesanopenshrub
with inconspicuous flowers that are
highly attractive to pollinators and later
berries that birds feed on throughout
the colder months. It can be pruned
back to keep it in order so is ideal for
small gardens. However, its seemingly
magic ability to attract to attract gravid
female Brimstones is the reason I plant
it.
With Covid-19 lockdown well and truly
inplace I thought that itwouldbeagood
idea to check on the larval stages of any
butterflies and moths using my garden,

and along with the Orange-tip
caterpillars on Garlic Mustard plants I
paid particular attention to my Alder
Buckthorn shrubs.
The first female Brimstone appeared on
8 April, and as I have seen in previous

1
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years she quartered the area until finally
discovering the Alder Buckthorn shrubs,
laying just a couple of eggs on the
underside of freshly bursting leaves
(Fig.1) before disappearing again.
It was not until mid and then late May
that the next female Brimstone arrived,
several times over several days, and
often in mid-afternoon and always
directly to the plants, with no searching
beforehand. These individuals would lay
several eggs, individually or in small
groups, at “prime locations”, and then
she’d rest, nectar and warm up lay
further eggs before disappearing again

(Fig. 2.) This activity was repeated on
mostearly tomid-Junesunnyafternoons
and involved at least 2 different females.
Dozens of eggswere laid over this period
and soon a succession of minute first
instar Brimstone caterpillars began to
appear (Fig. 3.)

But there is a warning! I have breeding
and feedingBlue Tit, Great Tit andHouse
Sparrow in the garden and observations
in previous years have shown just how
capable these birds are at finding
Brimstone caterpillars. They can be seen
lookingwith interest at damaged leaves,
searching those areas, and then
removing the larvae with persistent
effectiveness.
In order to defeat this feeding frenzy I
have one Alder Buckthorn that I enclose
in netting and I transplant larvae from
other Buckthorn plants to the protected
one (Fig. 4) However, this year we had

several very windy days that lifted the
netting from the top, and no sooner had
it moved than a House Sparrow
descended into the netted area and
cleared the bush of all larvae. The crafty
bird must have been watching and
waiting for the opportunity. Nevermind,
that’s nature and there were plenty
more larvae to transplant once the
netting was fixed.
Allwaswell, the larvae continued to feed

4

3

2
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Book Reviews

There is a fine line dividing “admirable single-
mindedness of purpose” and “mad as a box of frogs”. I
really admire those who tiptoe along that line,
teetering, but just keepingon the right side (I leave it to
you to decide which side is the right side). Matthew
Oates is such a person. His previous book, In Pursuit of
Butterflies, makes it clear that his knowledge of
butterflies in general is phenomenal. His Imperial

Majesty illustrates how an obsession can lead to a range of consequences, mostly
good, some strange, but all interesting. I do not think there could be any
information to be discovered about the Purple Emperor, short of ultrastructure at
the level of electron microscopy, that is not presented in this book. Please note, I

His Imperial Majesty
Matthew Oates
Bloomsbury

and then wander off to pupate. As so
often is the case they can be incredibly
difficult to follow and find at this stage,
so considermysurprise and shock to find
one had chosen one of my moth traps
(whichhavebeen leftout throughoutthe

lockdown) as its place to pupate.
Unfortunately it had selected an area
where rainwater puddled, and before it
could pupate it drowned, I found it too
late (Fig. 5)

However, not all is lost and a number of
final instar caterpillars were ready to
pupate at the end of June (Fig. 6) and
with better luck and choice of more
suitable sites they should have been
successful. If so they will emerge as

adults during July, and as always seems
to be the case they will abandon their
breeding grounds as soon as they can fly,
rarely to return to feed or roost in the
garden, until maybe next year, in which
case they’ll find better protected Alder
Buckthorns for the next generation.

6
5
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chose “electron microscopy” carefully, because there is information about the
structure of its eggs at the level of the light microscope, should you need or value
that knowledge. This level of obsessive detail is palatable becauseMatthewwrites
so well and because he never takes himself too seriously. He knows that he is
beyond obsessive, but he doesn’t worry about it. You take it or leave it.
So, the point of a book review is to suggest whether or not the book is sufficiently
worth reading towarrantpurchaseoranote toSanta. As stated,hedoeswritewell.
The short Introduction puts his subject into a poetic context and sets the tone for
his romantic excursions from the descriptive. There follows a detailed and
fascinatinghistoryofhuman-kind’s relationshipswiththePurpleEmperor. Itbegins
withthedelightful statementthat“..onlyonepersonhasdied inpursuitof thePurple
Emperor in Britain” (he fell out of a tree, in case you are wondering). This is pre-
Covid, of course, and the situationmay well change. This chapter relates Emperor
hunting in past times and recognitionofHisMajesty in the early literature. Chapter
2moveson tomore recent relationswithHeslop’swritings in the firsthalf of the last
century and the activities of DenysWatkins-Pitchford thatmade FermynWoods in
Northamptonshire such a hot-spot for the butterfly. The account culminates in the
factors thathave led to thePurple Explosion inKneppWildlands in Sussex. Thenext
four chapters present a detailed account of the adult, paying special attention to
behavioural quirks in the male and then to the female. The Empress is given less
attention by ‘lay’ observers and photographers, because she comes to ground less
frequently and doesn’t engage in the more dramatic behavioural activities of the
Emperor. Chapters 8 and 9 cover habitats and the factors which determine the
presence of the preferred larval food-plant. He moves on to cover details of eggs,
larvae and pupae. I have to admit to skipping a few paras here, but if I was a larva
hunter (and I havemet some) Iwould have relished all the detail. The final sections
cover conservation issues, the future and the current distribution of the butterfly.
This latter coverage surprisedmegreatly. Likemanypeople, I hadassumed that the
Purple Emperor was a native of the oakwoods of South-East England, with a
historically boosted colony in Northamptonshire. Wrong! They are all over the
place and, given half a chance, will be spreading.
There is no doubt that this butterfly merits a whole book. If you have never been
to Fermyn or Knepp tomeet His Eminence, then you should remedy that as soon as
the current chaos permits. Having seen the butterfly, I can understand the
obsession. Whether your first encounter is being buzzed by an inquisitive/
aggressivemaleor seeing thebutterfly at your feet takingminerals fromsomething
or other, you will get hooked. I’ve been back a few times and, if I lived nearer, it
would have been more times. The book is no substitute for the first-hand
experience, asMatthewwouldbe the first to sate, but itwill providepriming for the
pump. Is it worth your money? Only you can decide. Is it the sort of book to own
because youmight read itmore than once? I already have, at least large parts of it.
So, in conclusion, I enjoyed it immensely and would recommend it to anyone who
hasan interest inbutterflies inparticular andwildlife ingeneral. It hasdefinitely got
more jokes in it than H is for Hawk.

Review by the Editor
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Booksoncaterpillarshavealwaysbeensecondary tothose
about the adult butterfly ormoth, but to understand their
fascinating life cycles and their habitat requirements the
study of their larvae is essential.
Amongst entomological book enthusiasts good books on
the larvae of butterflies and moths are sought after,
notable volumes include;
The Larvae of the British Butterflies and Moths, W
Buckler, 1886-1901, 9 vols

The Larvae of British Lepidoptera and Their Foodplants, O S Wilson, 1877
Colour Identification Guide to the Caterpillars of the British Isles, J Porter, 1997

Field Guide to the Caterpillars of
Great Britain and Ireland
B Henwood, P Sterling, illustrated by
R Lewington
Bloomsburry Wildlife Guides
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I have included the relevant pagewhich depicts Swallowtail larvae fromeachof the
above books for the purpose of comparison.
It is notable that the Field Guide illustrations consist of larvae alone, and normally
only the final instar, whilst the other books listed show larvae, sometimes on their
foodplant, or as a range of instars, or as photographs in their natural habitat.
However, compared to other Bloomsbury guides the FieldGuide to the Caterpillars
of Great Britain and Ireland is in a different league and detailing the stages and
illustrating the caterpillars of 832 species of butterflies andmacro (mostly) moths,
was a mammoth task, and of course is much more up to date.
As with similar guides from Bloomsbury, you will probably turn first to Richard
Lewington's excellent illustrations. These cover 64 pages of the 448-page book,
groupedtogether in themiddleof thebookwhich,asa fieldguide,allows thereader
to rapidly identify likely species.
The text by Barry Henwood and Phil Sterling is presented in an informative and
concise manner. It includes species status, abundance, appearance ('field
characters'), similar species, foodplants and “field notes”. The hints such as when
to find the caterpillar, feeding habits, and pre-pupation behaviour are particularly
helpful. Each description includes a thumbnail distribution map providing a rough
indication ofwhere a speciesmaybe found. The species are organised according to
Checklist of the Lepidoptera of the British Isles, with a summary of each family also
provided. Photos can be found throughout, particularly when highlighting specific
species characteristics.
The introduction contains numerous, especially useful pieces of information,
especially for those looking for moth larvae. In addition, many new to science
discoveries are included; the book is bang up to date.
Theappendices includethosethathelpwithspeciesandgroupsthatarenotoriously
difficult to tell apart as larvae, such as Carpets and Pugs. Another appendix
correlates foodplants with the species that feed upon them. Together the various
parts of the book help with larvae identification from a number of starting points;
from appearance (plates), from plants (appendices), from time of appearance and
other characteristics (species descriptions).
Returning to the comparison with other guides. The Field Guide is not exhaustive
and is limited to coveringmost of the butterflies andmacro-moths but it is the only
one that is truly portable and therefor useful in the field; of the others, whilst they
cover far more species, two are antiquarian and the other is 10x8 inches – so
definitely not portable. However, the other volumes do still have a place when
additional information is required or where the specific species has not been
identified.
The book's focus on final instar larvae (including different forms) is sensible from
the portability aspect but can be annoying when presented with early instars.
In summary, this book is perfect for those trying to identify larvae in the field and
should encourage butterfly andmoth enthusiasts to take a greater interest in their
larvae.

Review by Rupert Adams



Review by Roger Cope

This mesmerising book explores the life of a single bee,
Flora 717, ruled by the monarchic society within the hive.
The book is carefully researched to reflect how real bees
organise themselves from day to day, and the various
natural substances they make such as building materials

and disinfectants, which is fascinating for any nature-lover.

Thereareanumberofwell-definedcasteswithin thehive,eachofwhichhaveavery
specific role. The Holy Mother (Queen) is the overall driving force, with the Sage
bees as the next level, ie the ruling class. The Teasel bees look after the nursery, the
Floras are responsible for sanitation and later foraging, and the Thistle are the
guards. The Drones are absolutely fabulous characters, with names like Sir Linden
and Sir Quercus, a bit like a crosses betweenmedieval knights and wartime fighter
aces, totallyuseless in thehiveandspending their lifeeatingorboastingabout their
male prowess.

The influence of pheromones is vividly portrayed, each scent having a massive
effect on Flora’smood and that of her peers, in the sameway as language or vision
would affect humans. There is also some telepathy going on, and of course the
famous dances to indicate the location of good foraging sources is described. The
tremendous throbbing energy of the hive pervades the whole book, punctuated
occasionally by the HiveMind, the collective unconscious which directs the hive in
times of crisis.

Early in the book it becomes apparent that no allowance is to be made for any
reader’s delicate sensibilities. A slightly deformed bee is caught by the Fertility
Police and it’s neck leant on “until there was a sharp crack”. Later, Flora is
encouraged to eat one of “the babies” (larvae) to test hermettle.Many challenges
ensue, including an attack by wasps, pollen poisoned by insecticides, and Flora’s
laying of eggs, which is the ultimate sin since only the Queen may lay. During her
adventures Flora visits the library, which contains an account of the commonest
untoward events in a bee’s life, such as “The Visitation”, which is a visit by the bee-
keeper to collect honey.

Thenarrative takesus througha testingWinter to the followingSpring,when things
really start to ramp up and there is a bit of a crisis. Anyway, best not to spoil the
ending – it’s a good ‘un! Just go out and buy this book.

The Bees
by Laline Paull
4th Estate: London (Paperback)


